
A three-fold Injunction Is In order: Firsi, to the old 
friends,—Do not permit any of your young people to go 
away without a letter, and without your seeing that a 
notice of that removal is sent as soon as possible to some 
responsible person in the distant town to which your friend 
is going. Second, to the new friends,—Do not allow any 
young person to remain long among you without seeking 
him for your fellowship in all possible church connections. 
Third, to the young person himself,—Do not consent to be 
a stranger wherever you go. Make friends of (tod’s people. 
If no one introduces you. make your own Introductions. Do 

stand on ceremony. If you are not sought by someone, 
seek someone yourself. Connect yourself with the people 
of God and get to work. I>o It soon or you will drift and 
join the multitude of the lost or disappeared.

The League or Sunday School at home must All up every 
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O he Industrious be in training continually. Do not worry over thoee who
are gone. If they are of the right stuff they will continue 
to be useful wherever they may reside. Rather worry 

The Western Fever yourselves to get the growing boys In their early teens and
l lie vvcsiciu aim at giving them such training that when they, too,
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The Secret of Good
Picking up a young lady's Bible recently, when In he- 

home, the book opened quite casually at the early chapters 
of Isaiah, and a verse heavily underscored, at o.ice claimed 
our attention. “ If ye be willing and obedient ye shall eat 
of the good of the land.” Our young friend is a Student 
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But the most of these should still be retained In League 
and Sunday School membership. The Methodist Church Is 
as extensive as Canada, and local residence need not vitally 
affect church relationships.

Still, the fact remains that many who remove from 
home circuit are lost to the church. This is true 
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Much depends on the attitude of the person removing In 
Into any new community. Some are free and soon make for 
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“If you want to' Christianize humanity you must humanize Christianity.”
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